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On intertwining dilations. V 
ZOIA CEAUSESCU and CIPRIAN FOIA§ 
Dedicated to the 65th anniversary of Professor Bela Sz.-Nagy 
Introduction. The interest of a functional labelling of the intertwining dilations1) 
of a given contraction A intertwining two contractions T' and T (i.e. T'A=AT) 
was stressed in [18], where such a labelling, involving analytic and non-analytic 
operator-valued functions, was used in the study of some pure operator theory 
questions. More recently, in [11], a functional labelling, by means of contractive 
analytic operator-valued functions, was shown to play a central role in an electrical 
engineering problem, in the case when T'=T are contractions of class C0(N) 
(in the sense of [16], Ch. IX, Sec. 3). However, in the cases T' = S*, T=S, where 
S is a Jordan operator (on a finite dimensional space) or a unilateral shift, this 
kind of labelling was already obtained by S C H U R (implicitly, for the numerical 
case, in his classical research on extrapolation [14]) and by A D A M J A N — A R O V — 
K R E I N (explicitly, for the operatorial case, in their basic research on Hankel oper-
ators [1], [2], [3], [4]). 
The general case (considered for instance in [17], [16], [10], [8], [5], etc.), namely 
for arbitrary contractions A, T', T and arbitrary contractive (but not necessarily 
strictly contractive) intertwining dilations, seems to have not been considered. 
The first aim of this paper is to fill this gap by showing that in this most general 
case there exists also a labelling by contractive analytic operator valued functions. 
This labelling was suggested, by the previous papers [6], [9], [7]. 
In establishing this labelling (in Sec. 4 below) we shall establish a new one. 
Namely we shall show that the contractive intertwining dilations can be labelled 
by sequences {r„}~ of contractions such that acts between two suitable spaces 
while, for hS2, r„ acts between the closed ranges of I—r*_ ir„_1 and I—r„_ ir*_1 
(see Sec. 3 below). This labelling was imposed to us by a problem in geophysics 
Received November 18, 1977. 
' ) For the terminology and partly for notations, which are essentially those of [16], [8], [6], 
see the next Section 1. 
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(where the r„'s have a concrete physical meaning) and by its numerical treatment. 
These connections will be discussed elsewhere. However, in Sec. 5 we give an applica-
tion of our results to the classification of A N D O ' S isometric dilations of a pair of 
commuting contractions [5]. 
Finally, let us remark that at this stage of our research the explicit connection 
of this paper with [18] is still an open (and seemingly, basic) question. 
Also, we take this opportunity to thank our colleague Gr. Arsene for the useful 
discussions on the subject of this Note. 
1. We start by giving the main notations and recalling some basic facts con-
cerning contractive intertwining dilations. 
Let § and be some Hilbert spaces2) and let § ' ) denote the algebra of 
all operators from §> to in case § = § ' , £ ( § , §) will be denoted simply by £(§) . 
For two contractions, T6X(§), T'£L(§') we denote by ./(7", T) the set of the 
A£L(9), § ' ) intertwining T and T, i.e. such that T'A=AT. Let £/£!,(«), U'£L(Si') 
be the minimal isometric dilations of T and T', respectively; for n^O let P„, P'n 
denote the orthogonal projections of ft and ft' onto 
j S {§ ' (« = 0) 
respectively, where £ = ( ( £ / - & ' = ( ( U ' - T ' $ Y ) ~ . We also set P=P0, 
P'=P'n and 
Tn = PnU IS., n = KU'\§„ (» = 0,1,2, . . . , ) ; 
obviously T0=T, Tq — T' and U, U' are also minimal isometric dilations of TN, T'N, 
respectively (iV=0, 1,2, . . . , ) . In the sequel A will be a contraction T). 
By a contractive intertwining dilation ( C I D ) , or an Ntb partial contractive inter-
twining dilation ( J V - P C I D ) of A we respectively mean operators S V ) and 
AN£L(§>N,Si>'N) such that 
(1.1) I M - l l ^ l , A^J{U',U), P'A„ = AP, 
(1.1)„ Mwll^l, ANiS(T^,TN), P'An = A(P\$>n). 
Thus, the operator 
(1.2)„ A„ = P'nAv\§>„, where n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . if v = ~ , and 
n = 0, 1,2, ..., N if v = N, 
s) Hilbert spaces will be considered complex and their subspaces, if not specified, will be 
assumed to be linear and closed. Operators will always be assumed to be linear and bounded; also 
when confusion might occur the identity operator / and the null operator O on a Hilbert space ffi 
will be denoted by / s and Om, respectively. 
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i s a n H - P C I D o f A, a n d 
(l-3)„ P'nAn+i = An{Pn\%n+-d for 0 S n < v ; 
moreover, in the first case we have 
(1.4) • — strong lim AnPn (n— 
It is also easy to verify that, conversely, if a sequence of «-PCID's A„ satisfies con-
ditions (1.3)„ («=0, 1, 2, . . . , ) , then the strong limit in (1.4) exists and defines a CID 
of A. Therefore we can make the following 
Remark 1.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence (given by (1.2)„ and 
(1.4)) between the CID's of A and the sequences {A„}~ of «-PCID's of A, An sat-
isfying (1.3)„ («=0, 1,2, . . . , ) . 
In order to facilitate the exposition, we shall give several useful facts, which 
actually resume the original construction of a CID (see [17], [10], [16], [7]). To 
this aim, let T, T' and A be as above. We set3) 
(1.5) %A = {DAThHU-T)h:h£*>}-, 9lA = (t>A + 2)e^A 
and 
(1.5)' %'A = [DAh©(U'—T')Ah: WA = ©£')©£,. 
Lemma 1.1. Let T, T' and A be as above. Then 
(1.6) C(DATh+(U-T)h) = (U'-T')Ah (fceS) 
defines a contraction C=CA£L{^A, £'). Moreover, the formula 
(1.7) WaDc*J' = RA(0vA®n (/'££'), 
where R'A denotes the orthogonal projection of 2>^ffi£' onto 9i'A, defines a unitary 
operator from Dc* onto WA. 
Proof . Let i2, and co be the operators defined by 
co(DATh+(U-T)ti)=DAh®(U'-T')Ah 
Obviously is, is unitary from £ ' to {0}ffi£'cDA®fi'; also, a> is unitary from 
to since, by virtue of [16], Sec. II. 1, we have 
\\DATh + (U-T)h\\2 = \\DAThf+\\{U-T)hr = \\Th\\2-\\ATh\\2+\\DTh\\2 = 
= \\h\\2-\\ATh\\2 = \\DAh\\2 + \\Ah\\2 — \\T'Ah\\2=\\DAh\\2 + \\DT'Ah\\2 = 
= \\DAh\\2 + \\(U'-T')Ah\\2 = \\DAh®{U'-T')Ah\\2 
3) Recall that for any operator C from a Hilbert space © to another one©', Dc denotes the 
defect operator ( ( / -C*C) 2 ) 1 / 4 and DC=(Z)C©)"; if | | C | | s l , then obviously Dc={I-C*C)1/2. 
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for all We shall consider as operator from £ ' to X>^©£' and extend to 
on the whole of by setting a)/-=0E^ffia- for r£9lA . Then CA=I£, colg^; 
hence CA is a contraction and 
C*A = co* , CAC% = ip coco* i s . , = i*. R'A i c , . 
It follows that 
\\DC*aIV = (DBAV, V) = (i%.R'Aivl', V) = WKH-LT = \\RA(0^®N\\2 (/'€£') 
and consequently that WA is an isometric operator from Dc* to SiA. If d0®/^3iA 
is orthogonal to the range of WA then 
(I'o, V) = (d0®L'0,08/0 = ( d M , WADcJ') = 0 ( ! ' €£ ' ) 
whence l'0 = 0. But, by (1.5)', (d0, DAh)={d0®l'0, DAh®(U'-T^Ati)^ (/j<E§), 
whence d0=0, since d0£T>A. Thus ¿/0©/0 '=0 and consequently we conclude that 
WA is unitary. 
L e m m a 1.2. Let T, T' and A be as in Lemma 1.1. Then the formula 
(1.8) C(AJ(DaP+I-P)\9>X = (I-P')Al 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the 1-PCID Ax of A and all con-
tractions 
(1.9) C:T>A+2^2\ C\%A = CA. 
Moreover, the formula 
(1-10) X(A^DcUi)(DaP+I-P)\§>1 = DAl 
defines a unitary operator from £>C(/li) to 35^. 
Proo f . Let Ax be a 1-PCID of A. 
Then, since by (1.1)!, 
(1.11) II ( / - P O ^ i M 2 = W A ^ r - W P ' A M ' = 
= W A ^ R - W A P H . R ^ I I M ' - I I ^ M * = I I M M I ^ I F + I I A I P / H L L 2 = 
= Ki-PyhV+WD^hr = I K A ^ + z - i O M 2 ( M S i ) , 
we infer that formula (1.8) defines a contraction C=C(A1) from to 
Z ' ^ I - P ) ^ . Moreover, since (DAP+I-P)T1h=DATh+(U-T)h we 
also have 
C(DATh + (U-T)h) = (I-P^A^h = (I-P'^A^ = 
= (I—P') T[P' Ayh. = (I-P')TlAh = (U'-T')Ah =. 
= CA{DATh + (U-T)h) 
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i.e. C\%A=CA. Also, from we 
obtain 
(1.12) A, = (AP+C(DAP+I-J>))I81. 
This formula shows that AX is uniquely determined by C=C(A1). Let now C be 
any contraction with the properties (1.9) and let A ^ H j o ^ be defined by (1.12). 
Then, the relation P'AX=AP is obvious and therefore 
A = TIP'AA = T(APhx = T'APhx+{U'—T') APhx = 
= T'APh1 + CA (Da T+U-T) Phx = ATPhx + CA (DA T+TJ—T) Phx = 
= ATP^ + C^T+U-^PFIT = APTX ht + C (DA PTX+(/— P) 7 \ ) hx = 
= (AP+C(DAP+I-P)) Txhx = A.T.H, ( M S i ) , 
i.e. 7\). Moreover, from (1.12) we infer 
(1.13) I I M ' - M i M " = W h r - W A P h ^ - m D ^ + i - P W = 
= | | D c ( D ^ P + / - i O M , ( M S i) 
This shows that AX is a contraction. We have thus verified that AX has the pro-
perties ( l . l ) i . The last statement of the lemma follows now readily from (1.13). 
R e m a r k 1.2. The basic existence theorem [17], [16] for a CID Am of a con-
traction A£J(T', T), where T', Tare as above, follows from the preceding lemmas 
by the following simple recurrent construction. 
Set A0=A and set C1=CAQ1 where Q1 denotes the orthogonal projection 
of onto %Ao. Define A1 as the 1-PCID such that C(A1) = C1. Repeat the 
same precedure with A^USL and { / '£ ' in the roles of AN, £ and fl' and obtain 
A2, and so on. Finally one obtains a sequence {A„}^LA of «-PCID's AN of A satisfying 
the conditions (1.3)„ (n=0, 1, 2, ...) and consequently a CID A„ of A, by virtue 
of Remark 1.1. 
2. Let T, T' and A, M | | S l , be as in Sec. 1. Let, moreover, AN be an TV-PCID 
of A and A„ be the operator defined by (1.2)„ («=1 ,2 , ..., N— 1). From Lemma 
1.2 it follows readily that AN is uniquely determined by, and also uniquely deter-
mines, a string {C„}^=1 of i/ '"_1fl'-valued contractions C„(« = l , 2 , i V — 1 ) , namely 
the string {C(^t„)}f. However, the definition of the strjng {C(/4„)}f explicitly in-
volves, besides the operators U, U' (i.e. the minimal isometric dilations of T, T' 
respectively) and A, also the operators ALT ..., AN_1. In order to get rid of the 
explicit reference to A1}..., AN_1 in the characterization of AN by a string of 
t7'"_1£'-valued contractions C„ («=1,2 , ..., N), we firstly introduce the 
following: 
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Def in i t i on 2.1. A string or a sequence {C„}isn<v (where v = l , 2, ..., 
in the case v=<=° we set v—1 = °°) of operators 
(2.1) C n :S B _ 1 +C/ n - 1 £-C / , " - 1 £ ' (1 ^ n < v) 
is called an A-cascade if each C„ ( l S n S v ) is a contraction, 
(2.2) 2>0 = %A, ®n = ®cn ( I S i K v - l ) , 
(2.3), Ci{DCx{pAThHU-T)h)+Ul1) = U'Ci(DAh + lJ I ^2) 
(in case v>2), and 
(2.3). Cn(DCn l{Dc, 2(-• • {DCl(DATh + (£/— T)h)+Ul1)...) + C/""2/n_2) + tf-1/„_,) = 
= U'Cn_1(DCn_i(...{DCl(DAh + l1)+Ul2)...) + U-nn.1) (heS, ..., /„_,€£) 
for all v (incase v>3). 
In the next two lemmas, {C„}lsn<v will be any fixed ^-cascade string or se-
quence; also the spaces D„(0^«<v) will have the same meaning as in the pre-
ceding definition. 
Lemma 2.1. There exists a unique string (or sequence, respectively) {I^„}lsn<v 
of isometric operators 
(2.4) ®n-i ( 1 S » < » ) 
such that 
(2.5), Y ^ h = BCl(BATh + (U-T)h) (h£§), 
and (if v>2 then) for 2^ /z<v: 
(2.5)„ YnDCn_l(d+U-*l)=DCn(Y„_1d+U»-il) ( de® n _ 2 , / ££ ) . 
Proof . We have, by (2.3)l5 
\\DAh\\* = \\ThV-\\ATh\\* + \\DTh\\*-\\DrAhr = • 
= \\DATh+(U-T)h\\2-\\(U'-T')Ah\\* = 
= \\DATh+(U-T)hr-\\CA(DATh+(U-T)h)r = II DCi(DATh+(U-T)h)P 
thus, indeed, (2.5)x defines an isometric operator from £„=1)^ to ®i=®C l-
We assume now that (2.5)„ (for n=m — \, 2 S m < v ) defines an isometric operator 
ym_i, obviously in a unique manner. Then definition (2.3)m can be written under 
the form 
Cm(Ym-1d+U"-*l) = U'Cm-1(d+U-*l) ( D € ® M _ 2 , Z 6 F I ) ; 
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consequently we have 
WDc^d+U—'W* = \\d + Um-2ll\2-\\Cm-1(d + Um-2l\\2 = 
= \\d\\2+\\Um'2l\\2-\\U'Cm-1(d+Um-2l)\\2 = 
= \\Ym^1d\\2+\\Um~1l\\2—\\Cm(Ym_1d+Um~1l)\\2 = 
= | |y m _ 1 d+[ / m - 1 / | | 2 - | |C m (y m _ 1 i /+ t / m - 1 0 2 = | | JDC m(^-i^+C/m-10ll2 
These relations show that, indeed, (2.5)m defines the searched isometric oper-
ator Ym. Thus the lemma is proved by recurrence. 
R e m a r k 2.1. By virtue of Lemma 2.1, it is easy to infer that the definitions 
(2.3)„ (for 2 S n < v ) can be written under the compact form 
(2.6),, Cn(Yn.1d+U"-H) = U'Cn.1(d + U"-2l) (^ î>„_ 2 , /€£). 
Also let us notice that 
(2-7)„ £„ c £„_1 + t / " - i£ , ® » c § f l 
( l g n < v - 1 ) and 3>0c£j. 
Now let us consider any isometric operator By (2.7)„ v), 
we can attach to X the string (or sequence) {X„}lsn<v of unitary operators 
(2.8) £„+.£/"£ - Range (X„) (1 ^ n < v) 
by the following recurrent manner : 
(2.9) = Range (X)+U2, 
(2.10)„ X„\ U"2 = IVns, ( l ë n < v), 
(2.11)! Z J D i ^ Z ( 2 g « < v ) 
and, in case v>2, 
(2-11)„ = 
This sequence will be improperly called the {C„}lsn<v-extension of X. 
Let, moreover, Ax be the 1-PCID of A such that C(A^)=C1 (see Lemma 1.2) 
and let {Ar„}lsn<v be the {C„}1Sn<v-extension of X(AJ; then by virtue of (2.1) and 
(2.8) C„' = Cn+1Zn+ÇL(9în, £/'"£') ( l s » < v - l ) . In case v>2, the string (or 
sequence) {Cn'}i3n<v-i will be called, for convenience, the reduced string (or se-
quence) of {C„} l sn<v. 
Lemma 2.2. The reduced string (or sequence) is an Ax-cascade. 
Proof . It is plain that C„' ( l s « < v ) are contractions from Ti'^-i-U"'1 (U2) 
to U"-1(U'&'), where and X>'n_1=XnT>n ( l s « < v ) . Moreover, since 
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c;xa=cn+1 ( 1 S « < V - 1 ) , we have Xn*C'n*C'nXn=Cn*+1Cn+l, C'*C'aX„= 
=XnC*+lCn+1 whence 
(2.12). DdXn = XnDCn+l (1 S n < v - 1). 
Since, by (2.11)2, (2.1), (2.2), (2.10X, (2.11)! and (1.10), we have 
= X2X>2 = X ^ c X ^ + U Z ) = XÇ4J1)Cl+U2 = X>Al+U2 = D' + C/£ 
and, since (if v > 3 and 2 ^ « < v - l ) we have, by (2.11)n+1, (2.2), (2.12)„ and 
(2.8) 
= A-n+1D„+l = XnT>n+1 = X„£Cn+1 = X„{DCn^n+U"2))- = 
= = 
relations (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied by {C'n}1Sn^,v (of course with v, X)„, 2 and 2' 
replaced by v - 1 , U2 and U'2'). Also, by virtue of (2.10X and (1.10), we have 
(2.13), Ci{DAl{h + l J + U l J = QX^iD^ih + l J + U h ) = 
= C2{X^DM(h + lJ + Ul2) = C2{DCl(DAh + lJ+Ul2) l1; Z A € F I ) , 
(2.13)„ C„' {DC'N ̂ (...DCI (DAi (h + H)+UL2)+¡72 Q . . . ) + U%+J = 
= C ^ X - ^ D ^ . l + W l ^ ) = Cn+1{Xn~iI)C'n_1(...) + U-'ln+1) = 
= C„+! (X„-1 _ ! DCn X~\ (...) + U" ln+1) = Cn+1{DCnX-_\(--) + U"ln+1) = ... = 
= C^1(DCn(-X^{Dci{DAl(h + l1) + Uk)+U2l3)...)+U"ln+1) = 
= C„+, [De,, ( • • • 1 ̂  DCi Xi 1(DAl(h + /]3+Ul2) +'£/2 Q... ) + U" ln+,) = 
= C„+1(/)c,,(... {DCiX^{DAi(h + y+C// 2) + £/2 /3)...) +t/"Z„+1) = 
= C„+,(DCn(...(DCl{DCx(BAh + l1)+Ul2) + U*l3)...)+U"ln+1) (he?), lx, ...,ln+1€2), 
where we used in order the relations (2.10)„, (2.12)„_x, (2.11)n, (2.10)B_1, . . . , (2.10)2, 
(2.12),, (2.11)2, (2.10)!, (2.11), and (1.10). Now, from (2.13),, (2.3)2 and (1.8) we 
infer 
c ; { d A i t x ( h + i ) + ( U — r j ( h + 0 ) - c;(DAl(Th+(u-T)h)+ui) = 
= C2 {DCl (Da Th+(U- T) h)+Ul) = U'C^h + l) = U'iPi-P^A^h + l) = 
= ( y - 7 ï ) i i i ( f c + 0 № € S , Z € F L ) , 
thus C[ satisfies (2.3)i (with "SA and CA replaced by and CA ). Also, (in case 
v>3) from (2.13)2, (2.3)3 and (2.13^ we infer 
CI (DCI {DAL TX (h+1)+(U- TJ(h + R))+U> 10 = 
= Ci(Dà(DAl(Th+(P-T)h)+Ut)+U*lJ = 
= C3{DCi(DCl(DATh+(U-T)h)+Ul)+U%) = 
= U'C,(DCl(PAh+I)+UIJ = U'Ci(DAl(h + t)+UlJ (/.€§, /, 1^2), 
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thus Ci, C'2 satisfy (2.3)2 (with A and fi, fi' replaced by Ax and U2, U'2' respect-
ively). Finally, in a similar way, one verifies that (in case v>4), by virtue of (2.13)„, 
(2.3)„+1 and (2.13)„_1, the string {C^}^,,..^! satisfies the relations (2.3)„ for all n, 
3 ^ 7 i < v - l (again with A, fi, fi' replaced by Ax, U2, U'2'). This finishes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Ax be an l-PCID of A. Any A1-cascade string (or sequence) 
{C'„}1Sn^v_1 is the reduced string of a uniquely determined A-cascade string (or 
sequence) of contractions {C„} l sn<v. 
Proof . If the string (or sequence) {C£)iSn<v_i is the reduced string (or se-
quence) of {C„}1Sn<v, then the last one must be defined in the following manner. 
Firstly, 
(2.14X C, = C(Aj), X^c^XiAd, X1\U2 = Im 
(thus D ^ c z ^ ! and X t is a unitary operator from DCi+i7A to 9?1=®^ i+i/fi); 
then 
(2.14)„ C„ = C'n_xXn_ly X„(dn+U"l) = X^+U-l ( d „ ^ C n , / e f i ) 
(2Sn<v), where X„ is viewed as an operator from ® c + U"2 to 9i„=(Arn_1®Cn)_ + 
+ U"2. These definitions are consistent if they imply recurrently X„^1T>C(jc:X>c/ i 
(2Sn<v). 
However, we shall prove by induction even more, namely that 
(2.15)„ = 
(2.16)„ ' S C n c § B 
and that X„ is unitary (for 2 s « < v ) (for n=2, the last two statements are, by 
virtue of (2.16)x, obviously true). We start by noticing that if for some, n, 2 
the first relation (2.14)„ makes sense and if Xn_1 is unitary then, by the same argu-
ment as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we infer the validity of (2.12)B_1, whence that 
of (2.15)„. Thus, by virtue of (2.14)l9 (2.15)2 is also valid, so that we have completed 
the first induction step. In case v>3 we can therefore assume that, n being fixed, 
2 t h e statements are always valid for n—1. Then, be virtue of (2.15)„_1 
and the fact that is an ^-cascade, the first relation (2.14), makes 
sense; thus, by virtue of the above discussion on (2.15)„, we infer that this relation 
is valid. Therefore, using once again the fact that {C^}1Sn<v_1 is an Ax-cascade, 
from the second relation (2.14)„ we obtain that Xn is unitary, while from the second 
relation (2.14)„_1 and (2.16)„_1 we obtain (2.16)„. Thus the nth inductive step is 
completed and consequently the string (or sequence) {C„}1SB<V is consistently defined. 
By this very definition, it is plain that {C„}1Sn<v satisfies conditions (2.1), (2.2) and 
(2.3)!. Now we can establish, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, the relations (2.13)„ 
( lS«<v—1) and subsequently infer the relations (2.3)„(2s«<v) for {C„}ls„<v from 
2 
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the fact that {C^}1Sn<v, being an ^-cascade, satisfies (2.3)n (1 1; of course 
with A, 2 and 2' replaced by Au U'2', respectively). In this manner we conclude 
that {C„}iSn<v is an /1-cascade. Actually, the proof of the lemma is now com-
pleted. 
We can, and shall, now define a mapping from ^-cascade strings to PCID's 
of A, for any contractions T, T' and A€J(T',T). Namely, for given T,T',A, 
N=l, 2 , . . . , and ^-cascade string { C X (of length N) we shall define an JV-PCID 
AN(A; Ci, ..., CN) by the following recurrent formula 
(2.17)i A1(A;C1) = A1 
where A1 is the 1-PCID (yielded by Lemma 1.2) such that C(AJ=C1, and 
(2.17)jv AN(A; C I , ..., CN) = CI. •••» CJV-I) 
where {C,X_ 1 is the reduced string of {C„}f (N=2, 3,...). (Actually, one should 
write AN(A; T', T; U', U; C X , . . . , CN) instead of AN(A; Q , . . . . . C w ) since this 
operator depends also on T, T' and the concrete constructions of the isometric 
dilations U, V of T, T', respectively; thus (2.17)N should be written in the form 
AN(A; T', T; U', U; Q CN) = AS-XIA^, T[, 7 \ ; U',U\ C[,..., i) . 
However, when no confusion seems possible, we shall not complicate the nota-
tions with this preciseness.) 
The consistence of the definitions (2.17)w (N=2, 3,. . .) is a direct consequence 
of Lemma 2.2 and the fact that any (N- 1)-PCID of a 1-PCID of A is an JV-PCID 
of A. Also by an obvious inductive argument it follows that 
(2.18)w P'N-IAN(A; Q , ..., C„J = A^A; Cx, ..., ^ ¿ ( ¿ V ^ ) 
(N=2, 3, ...,), i.e. AN(A; C„ ..., CN) is a 1-PCID of AK.X{A\ Q C ^ . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.1. For N=l, 2, ..., and T, T', A£S(T', T) fixed, the mapping 
(2.19)ff {C„}i — AN(A; C1S ..., CN) 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the A-cascade strings (of length N) 
and the N-FClD's of A. 
Proof . For JV=1, the statement in the proposition reduces to the first state-
ment in Lemma 1.2. Therefore we assume that the statement is also true for 
N=m-l^l. Let moreover Am be an /w-PCID of A and let A1 be the 1-PCID 
of A defined by (1.2)x (with v=m). Then, Am is an (m- l ) -PCID of Alt thus by 
the inductive assumption, there exists a uniquely determined At-cascade string 
{ C X ' 1 such that 
(2.20)m AM = AM-I(A; CI, ..., C^.J). 
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By virtue of Lemma 2.3 there exists a unique .¿-cascade string {C„}f such 
that ( O f - 1 is the (/ij-cascade) reduced string of {Cn}"; moreover (see (2.14)x) 
CX = C(AJ. Therefore, from (2.20)m and (2.17)m we infer that Am is of the form 
Am=Am(A; Cx, C 2 , . . . , Cm), where {C„}x is the above (uniquely determined) 
A-cascade string. This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
Lemma 2.4. Within the frame of Proposition 2.1 we have 
(2.21V \\DANh\\=\\DCNDCN_1...DClDAh\\ 06$), 
where AN=AN(A; Cx, C2, ..., CN) and {C„}f is an A-cascade string. 
Proof . Relation (2.21)x follows directly from Lemma 1.2. 
Suppose relation (2.21)^ be true for N—m —1^0. Then from (2.17)m we 
infer 
(2.22) \\DAmh\\ = \\DA'm.M = WDc'^-Dc'^hW (fc€S) 
where A'm_x=Am_x(Ax; Cx Ax is the 1-PCID of A defined by (1.2)j 
(with v=m) and {C'n}x~1 is the reduced string of {C„}™. But, by virtue of Lemma 
1.2 we have DAh=X{Ax)DcDAh so that, if i s t h e {C„}f-extension of X(Aj), 
we obtain 
Dc'tl.1...Dc'1DAlh = Dc'N_l...Dc'1XxDCiDAh = Dc>N_x...Dc'tXxDCiDCiDAh = 
= Dc'N.1...Dc'2X2DC2DClDAh =... = Dc'„_1XN_2DCN_1...DClDAh = 
= XN_xDCNDCli_1...DClDAh (&<=§), 
where we used, in order, relations (2.11)lf (2.12X, (2.11)2, (2.11)JV_1, (2.12)w_x. 
Since XN_x is unitary, from (2.22) it follows that (2.2l)m is also valid. This completes 
the proof. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. The mapping 
(2.23) {C„)r - A„(A; Cx, C2, ...) = strong lim AN(A; Cx, ..., CN)PN 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all the A-cascade sequences and all 
the CID's of A. Moreover, Aao=Am(A; Cx, C2, ...) is an isometry if and only if 
(2.24) ||Z)CwZ)Cw_1...2)Cl/)illi|| 0 
Proof . The first statement of the proposition follows at once from Remark 
1.1, Proposition 2.1 and (2.18)w (N=2, 3,...). Concerning the second, we remark 
that (2.24) holds if and only if 
(2.25) I IA^fcH-0 
where AN = AH(A; Cx CN) (N = 1,2, . . .). 
2* 
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From the first statement it follows that 
\\DA„h\\* = \\h\\*-\\A„hr = W\*~ lim M ^ f = lim \\DANh\\2 
and consequently (2.25) (or equivalently (2.24)) holds if and only if DA |§ = 0 , 
that is, if | § is isometric. Thus it remains only to prove that the" last property 
implies that Am is isometric. Or, since A^U—U'A^, it follows at once that 
Am | U"§> is isometric for n =0, 1, 2 , . . . ; in its turn, this implies that DA \ U"9) — 0 
(«=0,1,2 , . . . ) . 
Since the spaces t / "§ (n=0, 1, 2, ...) span ft, we conclude that DA =0, 
i.e. A„ is isometric. 
|i 3. Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 reduce the study of all PCID's and CID's of 
an A£J(T\ T) (where T, T' and A are some given contractions) to that of A-
cascade strings and sequences. However an ^-cascade string or sequence is a rather 
involved concept. Therefore we shall show that the study can be actually confined 
to more transparent concepts, one of which is defined in the following. 
. De f in i t i on 3.1. A string (or sequence) {r„} l s n < v of operators will be called 
an A-choice string (or sequence) if each r„ (1 v) is a contraction acting from 
to (if «=1) and from to (if nS2). (Thus if {r„}f is an A-
choice string, then for any contraction rw + 1€L(X) r w , {r„}^+1 is also an 
/4-choice string; this is the justification of the terminology.) 
In this section we shall establish a natural connection between the .¿-cascade 
strings (or sequences) and the y4-choice strings (or sequences). To this aim we need 
some simple facts, rather known, which, for the sake of completeness, will be collected 
in the following: 
Lemma 3.1. ©, ©' and ©0 be some Hilbert spaces, ©0 being a subspace of ©, 
and let C0 :©(,-•©' be a contraction. Then the formulas 
(3.1) Dc%r{C0, C) = C | © e © o , C(C0, D = C0Q+Dc*r(I-Q) 
(where Q denotes the orthogonal projection of © onto ©0/), establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence between all the contractions C: ©-*-©' such that 
(3.2) C|©0 = C0, 
and all the contractions r:(5Q®0-*1)c*. Moreover, the formulas 
(3.3) ZDr = RDc | © e © 0 , Z^Dr*Dci = Dc*, Z'DC0 = DC |©0 
(where R denotes the orthogonal projection of T>c onto £c©C®c®o)~ define unitary 
operators Z = Z ( C 0 , C ) from ®r to ®CQ(Z>C©„)", Z*=Z*(C0 , C) from T>n 
to T>c* and Z ' = Z ' ( C 0 C ) from ®Co to ( i ) c © 0 ) - ; also 
(3.4) Z D r = S c e Z ' D C o . 
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Proof . Let C : © —©' be a contraction with the property. (3.2). Then, 
(3.5) \\QC*gT + W-Q)C*gT=\\C*gV^\\gT (g'€©'), 
0 Q C * g g o ) = (c*g', go) = (g', Cg0) = (g', Cogo) = (C*g', g0) (g '€©', go€©„) 
whence 
(3.6) gC* = C0* 
and therefore, by (3.5), 
(3.7) \\V-Q)C*g'\\ si ||Dcig'|| (g€©0-
It follows that there exists a unique contraction r * : £ c * ->- © 0 ©0 such that 
(3.8) r*Dc* = ( / — 0 C * . 
Consequently, setting T(C0, C ) = r 6 i ( © G © 0 , w e obtain the first rela-
tion (3.1). Conversely, if we are given a contraction r :©0© o -*X) c * and if we 
define C=C(C0, r) by the second relation (3.1), then (3.2) and (3.8) are plainly 
satisfied; consequently we obtain (3.6) with the same argument as above. It follows 
(3.9) | | C V I I 2 = l i e C V I I 2 + | | ( / - 0 C V l l 8 = I I C „ V l l 2 + | | r * D c j g ' | | ^ 
.̂Iic0vil2+Pcsg'll2 = llg'll2 (gW) 
hence C is a contraction; finally, (3.8) shows that r ( C 0 , C )=T . 
This completes the proof of the first statement in the lemma. The statements 
on Z* and Z ' follow readily from (3.9) and (3.2), respectively. Concerning the 
statement on Z, we note that 
\\Dcg ii2 = iigii2-ncgii2 = ii(/-0gii2+iiegii2-iicoeg+z)csr(/-e)gr = 
= ll(/-0gll2+liegll2-llc,egll2-2Re(coeg, Dctr(i-Q)g)-\\Dc*r(i-Q)g\\* = 
= ll(/-0gll2+Pcoegll2-2Re(DcSCo2g, r(7- Q)g) - \\DC* r ( / - 0||2 = 
= ll(/-0gll2+l|i)c.egll2-2Re(C„Z)CoGg, r(/-0g)-p>cSr(/-0g||2 = 
. = Pr(/-0gll2+llCr(/-0g||2+||i)Coeg||2-2Re(JDCoeg, Co*r(/-0g) = 
= liA-(/-0gll2+l|Dc„eg-Co*r(/-0g||2 (g6©) 
whence 
(3.10) | | / ) c g+i )cgo l l 2 =Prg l l 2 + Pc 0go-Co*rg | | 2 (g€©0©o,go<E©o). 
But since C i r ( © © © 0 ) c C * D c * c ® C o , from relation (3.10) it follows that 
||*Z>cgll2 = inf \\Dcg+Dcg0V = \\Drg\\2 ( g i©0©o) . 
This shows that the definition of Z is meaningful and that Z is unitary. Since 
(3.4) is now obvious, the proof is completed. 
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We now return to the aim of this section, stated before Lemma 3.1, by con-
sidering an A-cascade string {C„}f (where T, T' and A are as in Sec. 2). We set 
(3.11) ©01 = %A, ©i = ®i = fi\ 
and we define the contractions C0„: ©0„—©^ («=1, 2 N) by 
(3.12) Coi = Ca> CtoY.-Jto,,-, = 
= U'C^|t>„_2, C0nU\U"~22 = V'Cn_x|C/"-2fi (n > 1). 
By virtue of (2.3)i and (2.6)„ (for n > l ) we have 
(3.13) Cn|©„„ = C0n (n = 1, 2,..., N). 
Therefore, Lemma 3.1 yields the operators 
(3.14)„ r'n = r(C0 n , C„), Z„ = Z(C0„, C„), Z+n = Z+(C0n,C„), z ; = Z'(Co„, Cn) 
for « = 1,2, ...,N..(ln the sequel, when a more precise notation will seem necessary, 
we shall write r 'n=r'n(Ci, .... C„), Z n =Z n (C l t ..., C„), ... instead of C Z„, ...). 
Lemma 3.2. For the range of Z'n_j is ^.^„-a and r'n is a con-
traction from Zn_1'&r'n_1 to U'T>c*_l. 
Proof . For proving 
(3.15)„ ^n-l®C0,„-i = 
for «=2, we note firstly that (3.15)2 follows from (3.3) and (2.5)!, by the 
relations 
Z[DCA{DATh + (U~T)h) = DCl{DATh + (U~T)h) = YtDAh 
For 2 we have, by virtue of (3.3), (3.12) and (2.5)„_!, 
Z'n_1DCon_1(Yn_2d+U"-*I) = DCn_1(Yn-2d + U'-*I) = 
= Yl,.1DCn_i(d+U"-3l) (de?>n-3, Z€fi), 
from which (3.15)„ follows at once. Concerning the second statement in the lemma, 
we first notice that Lemma 3.1 yields 
r^L(©Be©on, 
But, by virtue of (3.11), (3.15)„ and (3.4) we have firstly 
(3.16)„ ©n © ©On = ®n-l© = ®C„-1©^_1®C0,„-1 = Z ^ j D ^ . , , 
while, by virtue of (3.12), we have C0nC*n=U'C^C^U'* ¡U"-1^ whence 
Dltn= U'DlUlU'*\U'"-lSl', Dc*n= U'Dc* iU'*\U"'~l2.' 
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and hence ' 
(3.17). . SU, = l / ' D d - i -
We can thus conclude that r ' ^ L ^ Z ^ ' b ^ ^, U ' D ^ J , completing the proof 
of the lemma. 
We shall associate with our /4-cascade string {C„}^ an /4-choice string {r„}f 
in the following manner. We set 
(3.18X r t = 1VAri, 
and 
(3 19)x = = fVA | ®ri • 
Since ' s u nitary (see Lemma 1.1), we have obviously D r i = 
=Z)r'i, WADr,l* = Dr*WA hence the operators 
(3.20)! » ^ D r . - X V i , 
defined by formula (3.19)1( are unitary; moreover, we also have 
(3.21X 91 'A), 
thus {Fx} is an /4-choice string (of length 1); this will be associated with our A-
cascade string if N= 1. If iV> 1, we appeal to the following 
Lemma 3.3. Let 1. Then formulas (3.18)1; (3.19)1( and, for ISn^N, 
(3.18)„ r„ = w:.-1zil,_1u'*r'Hzn-1wH_1, 
define an A-choice string {r„}x and unitary operators 
(3.20). Wn:T>rn^X>r'n, W^rl-»S>r>; 0 
Proof . Proceeding by recurrence, we notice that the statements concerning 
rlt Wx and W+x were already established above. Assuming that those concerning 
fVm_1 and (where m—lsl, m^M) are also established we infer by virtue 
of Lemma 3.2 and (3.20)m_! that the relation 
(3.21). r„<ELCD^.Drf . , ) ' 
is valid for n—m. From this we obtain 
whence 
Zm-iWm-iDrm = DT>mZm_xWm^, U'Z^W^Dri, = D^U'Z^W^.,. 
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From these relations it follows readily that formula (3.19)m defines the unitary 
operators (3.20)m. Thus the operators Wn and W*„ (1 ^tiSN) are unitary and 
(3.21)„ is true for all n, 1 =n^N, which means that {r„}f is an ^-choice sequence. 
This finishes the proof. 
It is plain that the operators r„ , W„ and (1 ^ n ^ N ) yielded by the pre-
ceding argument depend only on Cx, C2, ..., Cn (and of course on A, T, T' and 
U, V). Therefore we shall denote them by r„(Cl, ..., C„), fVn(Clt ..., C„) and 
I f + n (Ci , . . . , C„). (When a confusion seems possible we shall explicitate also the 
dependence on A, T, T', U, U', for instance r„(A; T, T'\ U, £/'; Q , ..., C„) for 
r„ etc.) 
P ropos i t ion 3.1. For v=2, 3, ..., and T,T',A£J(T',T), fixed, the 
mapping 
(3.22)v {Cn} lsn<v -*- {T^Cx,..., C„)}1Sn<v 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all the A-cascade strings (if v<°oJ, 
respectively sequences (if v = °°J and all the A-choice strings (of length v — 1, if 
respectively sequences (if v = °°). 
Proof . The case v=°° follows immediately from the case v<«>. 
Since the case v—2 is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1, we shall assume 
now that the proposition is valid if v=mS2. 
Let {r„} l s n < m + 1 be any .¿-choice string. Then by our assumption there exists 
a unique ,4-cascade string {C„}lsn<m such that 
(3.23)„ r,1 = r.(C1,C„...,CJ ( I S I K M ) . 
Therefore, by virtue of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the operators 
and 
Z = Zm_1 = Z(C 1 , . . . ,Cm_ 1 ) :®r 'm -x-®me® 0 m (see (3.16k) 
Z* = Z ^ . ! = Z*(C1S..., Cm.J: - ®d , . i , 
= fV(Cu ..., C^J-.Vr^ - 3)^.,, 
W* = W ^ ^ ..., Cm.J: ©rf,., -
are also uniquely determined, and T' is a contraction while Z, Z+ , W, W+ are 
unitary. Setting 
(3.24) r ' = t / ' Z + ^ r m W * Z * 
we obtain a contraction from ® B e ® h to ®c*m (see (3.11), (3.12) and (3.17)m). 
By virtue of Lemma 3.1, there exists a uniquely determined contraction Cm:<5m—(5'm 
such that Cm=C(C0m, f ) . Comparing (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) (in the case n=m) 
with (2.6)m we see that {C„} lsn<m+1 is an -cascade string. 
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Comparing (3.24) with (3.18)m we finally see that (3.23)m is also valid. Thus 
we verified that the mapping (3.22)m+1 is surjective. Since the last term in {Cn} l s n < m + 1 
is necessarily of the form Cm=C(C0m, F), where T' is given by (3.24), the mapp-
ing is also injective. 
Now the proposition is concluded by induction. 
4. In this section we shall associate the CID's of an T) with T, T' 
and A as in the preceding sections, to a more usual concept, namely to contractive 
analytic functions ([16], Ch. V.). As preparation, we shall now discuss the pre-
ceding sections in a very particular case, namely that of an arbitrary contraction 
T from 9i to 91' (where 9? and 91' are two Hilbert spaces), considered as intertwining 
the corresponding null operators Oj,, 0W,, i.e. f C « / ^ , , 0%). 
On this purpose, for the operator ()„ we shall choose as minimal isometric 
dilation Vv the canonical multiplication shift 
V n f ( z ) = z/(z) (|z| 1) 
on H2(91), where 91 is identified with the space of constant functions in //2(9i);4) 
the minimal isometric dilation F„, of 0M, will be chosen in the obvious similar 
way. Since any CID of f is a contraction intertwining Fw and Vw, it is the multiplic-
ation operator by a contractive analytic function {91, 91', T(z)} (see [16], Ch. V, 
Sec. 3), which obviously must satisfy the condition T ( 0 ) = r . Since the converse 
fact is also obvious, we can state the following consequence of our previous results. 
Lemma 4.1. Let T: 91->-91' be an arbitrary fixed contraction. Then Proposi-
tions 2.2 and 3.1 with T= 0M, T'=0„, and A=r^J(T'\ T) yield a one-to-one 
correspondence between all contractive analytic functions {91, 91', T(z)} such that 
r(0)=r and all T-choice sequences. 
R e m a r k 4.1. We recall that within the frame of the preceding discussion, 
(1.5) and (1.5)' take the form 
(4.1) = 9i r = CD r +K 9 i 91)eg r=®r 
and 
idr = {Orr@Vwrr:rem}, 
( ) l9l^ = (D r eF s l t -9 i ' )egf = { ' - eF 9 1 . r ' : J D r r+rV = 0, r€® r , r'£91'}. 
Lemma 4.2. The formula 
(4.2) © ( / > ' = ( - r v ^ f v z v r ' (r 'eSr*) 
defines a unitary operator from to 
4) For the Hardy spaces //2(5R), where 5R is a Hilbert space, see [16]. Ch. V. 
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Proof . It is obvious, by virtue of (4.1)' and the relation Drr*=T*Dn, that 
(4.2) defines an isometric operator co(r) from T>n to Moreover, if we are given 
r®Vr'£Wr, then setting r[=Dnr'-Tr we obtain ri€®r* and 
eu(r)'i = (— r*Dr* r' + r* />)© Kg,. (D\* r' —Z)r»J>) = 
= (r-Dr(r*r'+Drr))®Vw(r'-r(r*r'+Drr)) = r®Vvr'. 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Let now T', T, A£J(T', T) be arbitrary contractions with some fixed minimal 
isometric dilations U, U' of T, T'. For an -choice sequence {r„}~ we set 
(4.3). y j r ! , ^ , . . . , ^ ) (=yn) = a>(r1)r„+1 ( l S « < 4 
Since (see Definition 3.1) 
definition (4.3)„ makes sense. 
Lemma 4.3. The mapping 
(4.4) { ^ " - { f i . W A . - . W ' } 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all A-choice sequences and all pairs 
formed by a contraction (considered as belonging to v, O^)) and 
a T-choice sequence. 
Proof . Let (r„}~ be an /4-choice sequence and let {?„}" be the sequence 
yielded by (4.3). ( l S n < ~ ) . It is obvious that, by virtue of Lemma 4.2, we have 
(4.5). D,/n = D r n + 1 (1 = § „ < - ) 
and, using also (4.1), 
(4.6), 7i: 9i r i = - « ( f i ) T>rt = , 
where, as already indicated above, is regarded as belonging to to , Om); 
moreover, we also have 
(4.7). Dfc = <B(r I) /^ i t l«,(r1)*, D / M T J = c o i r j D ^ ( l S « < - ) . 
From (4.5). and (4.7). we infer readily that 
(4.8). = = ( l ^ n ^ o o ) . 
Consequently, y„+1 is a contraction from T)^ to (1 Together with 
(4.6)i this shows that {}>„}" is a -choice sequence. If we are given now a pair 
{r1 ; {y„}~} formed by a contraction : 91A — (regarded as belonging to 
Ojj)) and a r t-choice sequence {y„}~, then there may exists only one A-
choice sequence {r„}~ which is mapped by (4.4) onto our given pair, namely that 
given by the formula 
(4.9). Tn + 1 = < » ( № „ . 
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It is now easy to infer that if r n + 1 (1 are actually defined by (4.9)„, 
then (4.5)„, (4.7)„ and consequently (4.8)„ are also satisfied for n S 1; it obviously 
follows that {r„}~ is an v4-choice sequence. This concludes the proof. 
We are now in state to formulate the main result of this section. To this aim 
let T, T', A£Jf(T', T) (as well as U and £/') be as above. Let Am be a CID of A 
and let 
A2:A„~ {C„}r, A3: { C j f - № , ^ : { r „ } r - , {y„}r}, 
respectively be (A2) the inverse mapping of that given in Proposition 2.2, (yl3)(/l4) 
the mappings given by Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 4.3, (/15) the inverse mapping 
of that given by Lemma 4.1. Then, the bijectivity property of these mappings di-
rectly yields the 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1. The mapping / l1=yl5o /l4o /l3o /12 establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence between the CID's of A and the contractive analytic 1,(91^,9^)-
valued functions. 
R e m a r k 4.2. The uniqueness theorem for CID's given in [6] is a direct corollary 
of Proposition 4.1. Indeed, by virtue of this proposition, there exists a unique 
CID i of A, if and only if there exists only one contractive analytic function 
T(z)}. Obviously this happens if and only if at least one of the spaces 
9 ^ or 9iA reduces to {0}, i.e. (see [16], Ch. VII) if at least one of the factorizations 
A • Tand T'-A is regular. 
Let us present a particular case which might be instructive. On this purpose, 
we shall denote by is,, the natural isometric identification of £ ' with the subspace 
{0} © £ ' of 1>A © £ ' and by PSt the orthogonal projection of ft onto £* = ( ( / - UT*) §)-, 
where the notation is, as usual, that of Sec. 1. Also let us firstly give the following 
L e m m a 4.4. The operators 1 9 ? ^ : £ ' , P f i J 9 t ^ : a r e injective. 
Proof . Let PStr=0, r€9iA or equivalently r=Uh1 for some and 
(T*DAP+U*(I-P)jr=0. Then 
(4.10) T*DATh1 + (I-T*T)hl = Q, ^ = 7"* ( /- />4) 7 V 
But implies 
№11* ^ II^IP = {T*(I—DJ^.Thi, hx) = ||(/-A,)1'2TAJ* ^ | W , 
whence 
(4.11) ( I - D ^ T h ^ T ^ and DAThi = 0. 
From (4.10) it follows \\(U-T)hir=((l-T*T)h1, ^ ) = 0 , whence 
(4.12) r = Uh1 = Th1^t>-
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Since r^T>A, from (4.11) and (4.12) we infer that r=0 . This proves the in-
jectivity of PSt 191A. Concerning the injectivity of we notice, firstly, that 
if r'£'${'A, z£r '=0, then r'=d®0 with some d£T>A, and secondly, that 
{r',DAh®(U'-T')Ah)=0 (heH) implies DAd=0, d= 0, thus /* is also in-
jective. Thus the lemma is proved. 
By virtue of the preceding lemma and of [16], Ch. II, Sec. I we have 
dim 91A s ST* = rank DT* = dim , dim Wj i § 5 T . = rank DT = dim £' . 
Therefore, from Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 4.1 we can now readily obtain 
the following 
Coro l l a ry 4.1. Assume that, within the frame of Proposition 4.1, we have 
<5r*—<5r- = l. Then either the set of all CID's of A is a singleton or it is in a one-to-one 
correspondence (explicitly given by AJ with the unit ball of H" (i.e. the set of all 
complex-valued analytic functions u(z) on the unit disk Z)={z: |z |<l} such that 
|w(z)[ = 1 for all z£D). 
It is plain that in this corollary the first case occurs if min (dim 91^, 
dim 91^,)=0 (see Remark 4.2), while the second one if dim 9?A=dim %'A = \. 
5. We shall now apply Proposition 4.1 to the labelling of all classes of iso-
morphic Ando dilations. To be more precise, for a pair {Tx, T2) of some fixed com-
muting contractions on some Hilbert space § , there always exists (as shown in 
a celebrated short note by A N D O [5]) a pair {Ux, U2} of commuting isometric operators 
on some Hilbert space it containing § as a (closed linear) subspace and such that 
(5.1) PU?V»*\§ = TnsT? (^ ,«3=0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
where P denotes the orthogonal projection of ft onto Obviously we can 
and shall also suppose that 
(5.2) ft = V 
Any such pair {Ult U2} will be called an Ando dilation of {7\, T2). Two Ando 
dilations {Ux, U2}, {{/j, U2} are called isomorphic if there exists a unitary operator 
If from the space ft, on which operate Ux and U2, to the space ft' on which operate 
U[ and U2, such that 
(5.3) wuj=u;w 0 = 1,2), ^ | S = / s . 
Let now U on K be a fixed minimal isometric dilation of T=TX. Obviously 
any Ando dilation {Ux, U2) is isomorphic with some Ando dilation {Ux, t/2} operat-
ing on a space ft containing K (as closed linear subspace), and such that 
(5.4) i / J K ^ f / . 
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Let {Ux, U2) be another such Ando dilation, isomorphic "by W" to {Ux, t/2}. 
Then by virtue of (5.3) we have WJJnh= WU"h= U'x" Wh— Uxnh = Unh for all 
n=0, 1, 2, ...; therefore 
(5.5) W\K = IK. 
By virtue of this discussion, we can and shall consider from now on Ando 
dilations satisfying (5.4). With this convened, we state the following 
Lemma 5.1. For T=TX and A = T2, the formula 
(5.6) A = PKU2 |K 
(where PK denotes the orthogonal projection of ft onto KJ establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence between all classes of isomorphic Ando dilations of {7i, T2} and all 
CI^s of A. 
Proof . First we remark that 
(5.7) U* K c K , 
i.e. that K is reducing Ux. This was, for instance, proven in [13]. For the sake of 
completeness let us sketch the proof. On this purpose we infer easily from (5.1) 
and (5.2) that 
(5.8) PUX = TXP = TP, PU2 = T2P = AP; 
from the first relation (5.8) it follows that 
(5.9) D?|S = 7? = r* , 
whence, for 
U*U"h = T*h if n = 0, and U?Unh = U"-1h if n = l ,2 , . . . , 
so that, since these Wh's span K, (5.7) is true. We conclude thus that 
(5.10) PKU1 = U1PK. 
Now the fact that for a given {Ux, U2} formula (5.6) defines a CID A of A 
can be easily obtained from (5.10) and the second relation (5.8). Moreover if 
{Ux, U2) is another Ando dilation of {r1 ; T2}, isomorphic (by W) to {U1, U2},. 
then WPK=PK=PKW, so that 
, PkU^K = PKWU2|K = PKU2\K = A. 
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Thus we can conclude that (5.6) defines a mapping from the classes of iso-
morphic Ando dilations of {7\, T2} to the set of the CID's of A. Let now A be 
a CID of A. Let U2 on ft be a minimal isometric dilation of A. Since U is an iso-
metric operator commuting with A it has a unique CID (as operator in ft 
commuting with t/2; namely consider in Remark 4.2 the case when A is isometric 
and observe that in this particular case we have = {0}), which we shall denote 
by Ut. The pair {Ux, C/2} is an Ando dilation of {7\, T2) satisfying the property 
(5.6). Indeed, (5.6) is satisfied by the very definition of U2, while 
PUp Up = PPK Up Up = Pi/"1 PK Up = 
= PUniAn*PK = TniPAn'PK = T"1 An% PPk = T"1 A"* P = TpTpP 
for nlt n2=0, 1, 2, .... Moreover, since U is isometric, it follows directly that 
U1\K = U, whence 
U, 2 US Ic„ 
n = 0 
2usuk„ 
= z (urmukn,ukj+ 2 №n,urnukm) = Wsnsmso o a o s i i 
= 2 (A»-™Ukn,Ukm)+ 2 (Ukn,Am~nUkm) = 
Nsnsmso 0Sn«=m5lV 
= 2 (UA"'mkn, Ukm)+ 2 (Ukn, UAm~"km) = NgnimiO 0sn-cmsN . 
= 2 (A"-mkn,km)+ 2 (K,Akm) NmnSmSO OSncmsJV 
2USK 
n=0 
for all k,, k2, ..., kN£K, N=0,1 Therefore Ux is indeed isometric. 
Finally, the fact that relation (5.2) is also satisfied, follows from 
V upup*> = v up v up% = V up v = v upK = ft Hj.njSO H[S0 11,̂ 0 n^O •¡SO 
because U and U2 are minimal isometric dilations of T(=7\) and A, respectively. 
It remains to prove that the mapping yielded by (5.6), is one-to-one. But this 
follows at once from the preceding construction, since if PKU2\ K=P K t / 2 | K 
for two Ando dilations {Uly U2), {U[, U2}, the isometries U2 and U2 are actually 
minimal isometric dilations of A, thus isomorphic, say by the unitary operator 
W. But then 
WUiUpk = WUp Uk = U2n»WUk = Ui"' Uk = U( U2n'k =.UlWUpk 
> 
for all the elements U£*k (k£K, n2=0,1,2,...). Since these elements span the 
space on which operate Ux and U2, we infer that (5.3) is valid (of course in the 
special case satisfying (5.4)), thus {C/x, i/2} and {U[, U2} are isomorphic. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 5.1. Let {7\, T2} be a pair of commuting contractions on § and 
let, for / = 1 , 7 = 2 or i=2, j=\, 
(5.10) My = (ST ( © T>r) © {DTi Tjh®DT]h:hib). 
There exists a one-to-one (explicit) correspondence between all classes of isomorphic 
Ando dilations of {7\, T2} and all the contractive analytic L(9121,4R12)-valued func-
tions. 
P r o o f . We set T— 7\ and A = T2. By virtue of Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 
4.1 we have an explicit one-to-one correspondence from the classes of isomorphic 
Ando dilations of {7\, Г2} and all contractive analytic functions 9iA, B(z)}. 
Or by virtue of [16], Ch. II, Sec. 1, there exists a unitary (canonical) identification 
<p:DTh-»(U-T)h of D r = D r i with fi. Thus <Pi=[/z>Tii, <p] identifies ®Г а©ФГ 1 
to D ^ + fl and takes 9t21 onto while <?>i=/вТ2©<р identifies ®г2Ф®г, t o 
Ф Г г ©£ and takes М 2 1 =(Х) 7 . 2 ©г) Г | ) е{D T h@D T T 2 h:h£b} onto Ш'А. 
Denoting q>' the unitary operator from to ФТ1Ф®Га which inter-
twines the coordinates, we obtain by A(z)—\l/(p'*B(z)cp1\R21 (|z| < 1) the mapping 
yielding the one-to-one correspondence between the set of all contractive analytic 
function ЧЯА, B(z)} and that of those of the form {SR21,5R12, A(z)}. This plainly 
concludes the proof. 
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